The scholarly record for graduate research

- Eugene Power established University Microfilm (UMI) in 1938, with the mission to...
  - Preserve Cultural Heritage
  - Preserve & Disseminate Scholarly Record
Major milestones in dissertation publishing

1938
University Microfilms founded

1939
Dissertations Microfilm & Print

1951
ARL recognizes UMI as Publisher of Record for all US dissertations

1978
ProQuest Digital Dissertations

1997
Library of Congress recognizes UMI as offsite repository of Digital Dissertation Library

1987
Dissertation Abstracts OnDisc 1st abstract / index product on CD-ROM

2007
Migration to ProQuest platform and renamed PQDT
Official repository for the Library of Congress

Publisher for the National Library of Canada

Official repository for the US Library of Congress
Credentials: Content and Customer Credentials

- All top ranking USA research universities – as defined by the Carnegie Foundation - work with UMI
- Includes works by authors from more than 1,700 graduate schools and universities the world over
- 700 active university partners publish with us
- Most of PhDs from the world’s top universities are published in PQDT
- More than 3,000 libraries around the world subscribe to PQDT - including most of the world’s leading universities
Quality: Quality indexing for faster searching, better results

- Faster, more accurate search results, due to:
  - High quality indexing by ProQuest editors
  - Controlled vocabulary
  - Rigorous quality check process
  - Complete citations
  - Consistent bibliographic standards
PQDT A&I

2.9 million citations
Cutting Edge: Offer cutting edge research

100% peer reviewed, scholarly content

Now available! Over 100K masters theses
Diverse: Support all departments

• With scholarly research content in every subject, PQDT is a multi-disciplinary resource allowing you to support all departments and disciplines

• Communication and the Arts
• Education • Language
• Literature • Philosophy, religion and theology • Engineering • Social Science • Anthropology • Business
• Administration • Geology
• Economics • History • Political Science • Sociology • Agriculture
• Biology • Biological Sciences
• Biophysics • Earth and Environment • Studies • Health
• Sciences • Chemistry • Pure
• Sciences • Physics • Applied Sciences • Engineering
• Psychology
Subsets: Support all departments – or select subsets

**Volume A: Humanities and Social Sciences Collection**
- 1.2 million citations+
- Architecture and biblical studies, to urban planning and women’s studies
- Volume A also contains all education-related graduate works

**Volume B: The Sciences and Engineering Collection**
- 1.7 million citations+
- Atmospheric science, organic chemistry and nuclear engineering, to immunology, obstetrics, and psychology, are covered in this collection
Cross search with other journal and non-periodical content resources

- Enjoy the powerful functionality of ProQuest platform
  - Search widget
  - RSS feeds
  - And much more!
- Cross-search with other news, journal, multimedia, or non-periodical resources
PQDT Full Text

1.4 million PDF files
Full Text: Access over one million dissertations in full text

- Access to over 1.4 million PDF dissertations on the ProQuest platform
- Did you know...? ProQuest is the world’s largest publisher of ISBNs

![ProQuest Database Screenshot](image)
**Students: Meet student expectations of full text**

- We hear: “End users just want full text”
- PQDT Full text has over 1.4 million PDFs
- Available now! Searchable full-text
Extend: Extend primary source collections

Definition of “primary source” is broad ranging, but includes content in dissertations such as:

- Materials that document the attitudes and popular thought of a historical time period
- Research data such as anthropological field notes, the results of scientific experiments, and other scholarly activity of the time

Multi-Media: Innovative multi-media content

EXAMPLE VIDEO FROM:
A facial model and animation techniques for animated speech
by King, Scott Alan, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 2001,
275 pages; AAT 3021416

• Access key supporting materials including audio, code script, data, image, PDF, presentation, spreadsheet and text
• Includes all files under 10 GB that have ever been submitted with dissertations and theses. (To date, 2,000+ works in PQDT have multimedia files)
• Enhances the scholarly record and ensures graduate schools and students future access to this valuable research
New Feature! Reference Linking on PQDT
Reference Linking

Great resource to inform students how many times an article has been cited, by whom and also shared references
Available now! Reference Linking

Reference Linking
Cited by and Cited References easy to identify in search results
Available now! Searchable full text for new dissertations

Search dissertations and theses from 2008 forward, cover-to-cover, across every discipline – including Roman script foreign-language works
International: Increased international content

- PQDT is the database of record for US content but...
- More international content than ever before, and more coming soon
- Seminars and events around the world with international publishing partners
Publish with PQDT
The best method of ensuring that research gains the widest possible dissemination among the wider academic community

- Enhances the international visibility and reputation of researchers as dissertations are much more likely to be cited when included in PQDT
- Further increasing visibility and citation of your institution’s work, many prestigious subject-specific databases such as Chemical Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, ABI/INFORM® and PsycINFO, include content from PQDT.
- Contact for dissertation publishing: Austin McLean
Publish: Preservation and Archiving

- UMI maintains and preserves its dissertations and theses collection on microfilm and microfiche.
- Tests have shown that microform is archivally secure for 1,000 years.
- UMI microform stored in separate temperature and humidity controlled vaults.
- On-demand duplication and distribution in paper and microform from a print master.
Publish: Preservation and Archiving

- Designated by Library of Congress as offsite repository for Dissertations in 1999
- LOC does not collect dissertations, rather relies on UMI / ProQuest collection.
- ProQuest to turn over complete file to LOC if PQDT becomes unavailable. Provides “safety net” for libraries concerned about stewardship.
Research Universities & Institutions

- PQDT FT will enable researchers to see if his/her research have been done before by other researchers around the world.
- Researchers would be able to push his/her research to further the research boundary, which is not possible without the knowledge of the research done by other researcher around the world.
- PQDT FT is a must have resources for serious research Universities and research Institutions.
- How can we set our research objectives without knowing the research boundaries?
Best Practice: Research Cycle

1. Hypothesize
2. Fund
   - COS Funding Opportunities
3. Collaborate
   - COS Scholar Universe
4. Research & Analyze
5. Publish & Present
   - Papers Invited

Refworks
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